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Start UliDtiDg Im][ ABOUT Pll!LD
STUDT llf UUICO OR BRAZIL,
May-Jun., 19&7. Barn 9 cr4t4its
and ban th• time of your lifell
(so
far .. .J
Por
furth.r
information. ~ Dr. Brodman,
Parter 202. ezt. 700 I

Another Fine Mess ...
Last
fall,
I
was
approached, quite assumingly,
by a tired and weary editor
"on
the run" named
John
Hartsell .
Though I had met
John just a short time prior,
I had heard a
great deal
about
his almost
singlehanded
unyielding
efforts
toward the establishment of
this newspaper through
my
friend
Barry Feingold.
I
didn't know much else about
this guy except that he was a
devoted Dylan fan with a nonstop addiction to
quoting
Woody Allen in all
contexts
and situations. Having myself
been · afflicted by a similar
strain c,f "Allet1itis" I
was
guaranteed
with
some
assurance
that
I
could
perhaps
take
this
guy
"seric,usly".
In between spasms
of
"Annit" Hall" and
"Sleeper",
John somehow managt"d to find
the timt" to ask me if I'd
like to take on the role of
editor in the upcoming spring
semt"ster.
I wasn't sure
how
to
rt"spond
having
been
anesthetized to the goings on
of this university during the
past
two
years.
Though
appreciative
toward
the
quality
of
~ndergraduate
education
I
had
been
receiving here at Nova, I was
unsure of whether there was
anything worth contributing
to this college besides my
mild mannered attendance.
However,
as you
can
plainly
see,
here I
am,
splattered across the front
page ,:,f tf1i s s,:,mewhat "of tf1e
wall" newspaper.
In other
words,
I've come to believe
that there really might be
something worth giving back
to this college.
That
if
together we could generate
the slightest effort toward
creating
an
atmosphere
encouraging participation and
activism,
that we might,
in
fi:1-ct.
have th,;. m,;..=.nis, .:it. .-,,.,..

disposal
sufficient to make
this place a whole lot more
bearable and respondent to
our
individual · needs
and
demands.
This
paper has
been
established not to suit the
creative desires of myself
and a handful of others in
getting
our various works
published,
but rather,
t,:.
provide an open forum for the
expression of yourselves
the students at
Nova.
We're
merely
here t,::> "fill
up
spa,:e" so to speak.
This is
yc,ur out 1 et,
at1d whether
it
sinks
or swims
decidedly
rests upon what you put into
it.
Unfortunately,
I've
found that what tends to get
in the way of any attempt
toward
enhancing
the
atmosphere at Nova is the
high degree of apathy amongst
it's students. This is not at
all
surprising
considering
the basic resources that have
been made available to us
till
now
including
a
degrading
unkept
student
lounge and an almost complete
absence
of
school
based
activities on campus.
What may be coming to
the
rescue though is the
creation of a new student
lounge on campus. If provided
with an adequate environment,
this
could
provide
the
students with a resource in
which they could meet amidst
comfortable-surroundings ana
quite possibly come to ehjoy
the possibility of remaining
on campus and getting closer
to
those
around
them.
H,:,wever,
i f
the
newly
designed lounge remains as
cl a·u st rophobi call y
undesirable as it has been up
until
now,
there is little
hope of this creating any
change on campus.
As
far
as
student
g,:,,
activities
this
university
remains
almc,st

A peaceful co-existence
The Student Loung!_
The Lounge.
Soon to be
replaced with offices. Second
floor Parker won't be the
same--students wandering the
halls, too lazy to wander
outside,
cigarette
smoke
(which used to be caged in
the
Lounge) wandering the
halls and entering classrooms.
Hey,
what
are
the
options?
A poster seeking
student signatures asked if
you
wanted a lounge
for
students inside the building
--in addition to the trailer
"Student Union" proposed by
the administration.
Negatives:
The traffic
passing from class to class
often stopped at the soda
machine, the pool table and
the
TV.
Here we could
accost fellow students with
pleas to sign Amnesty International petitions, to vote
for
student
government
officers, to sell our books
and post our notices.
If we
lose the student lounge in
Parker Building, WHERE WILL
WE MEET?

Postives:
The trailer
is the beginning of OUR pad.
Loud music, closer contact
between
students and
the
clubs, maybe even a studentoperated
used book store?
Maybe
some students
will
spend time writing for the
Nova
Knight
instead
of
asking me if I wrote the
Spike, a vicious tabloid that
oozes with slimey allegations
and spelling errors.
Compromise: give us the
student Government Office to
gather
in between classes
(and a high powered fan to
move the smokey air).
Sure,
there's no room for a pool
table, but at least students
could hang out in a place of
their own.
Student Government could move into a corner
of the trailer.
.E nough
time on this,
wouldn't you say?
Have you
written to Rafael Salas yet?

lb' STEVE OON<D
X11i1/J1 St•FF rYril11r

pathetically absent of any
such goings on.
There is a
dire
need
for
the
interventi,:,n •=>f. 1n0re ,:ampus
based events.
I l'la ,e al ready
suggested
to th;
student
government
that they work
toward establishing a
film
series,
a lecture series,
a
radio station on campus,
and
a host of outdoor events and
concerts on campus to raise
student interest.
However, the question is
not what I would like to see
taking place on this campus.
By voicing your
individual
interests and opinions you
could perhaps influence the
turn of events and possibly
ignite the creation of new
clubs and
activities.
If
there is anything at all that
you
would
like
to
see
happening here at Nova please

take the time either to see
myself or one of the student
government
representatives.
Despite all
impressions to
the contrary we really want
to help.
I hope you'll enjoy and
take
part
in
our
"e~,;perimet,t" .
I think yc,u'll
find a diverse selection of
ideas
and
issues
making
themselves apparent in this
first
issue.
We're loc,king
f,:,r writers,
artists, poets,
and photographers to
help
1Yiake ·
th1 s
newspaper
at,
intriguing and entertaining
enterprise and welcome all
newcc,mers.
Keep in touch and have a
fabulous semester.

By JON GLASS
K11i1J11 Editor

Who Are The Nova Knight
(And What Does It Mean?)
An address from the assistant editor. Barry Feingold
S,:,me r11ay ask - "The day
program is so small,
and
news spreads fast - why have
a newspaper?" And indeed,
a
paper takes so many manhours
(forgive the biased
economic ter~)
to create.
Why spend these hours doing
it, and who exactly does it?
A newspaper must have
several
goals,
and
our
Knight is no exception.
One
of our personal goals for
the news~aper is that it not
be a faceless manifestation
of propagandized B>S > .
I
want
the
student
body,
faculty,
and staff to know
the Knight's staff and be
involved with the paper's
prc,du,:tic,n.
As
for
the
paper being a product of the
students,
it already is.
Thanks to Ari,
fc,r
his
updated
column
(still
mahvolous, dahling). And, of
course,
thanks to
Steve
Conger,
for
his non-stop
spewing
out
of
endless
material,
which we badly
need,
and can occasionally
use.
(but Steve, be careful
who's name you sign for you
know not what may lie in
store).
Also you will
see
1 etters
t,:, the editor,
and
various articles contributed
by you,
the Nova students.
Please continue to do so.
Another
important goal
of ours is to act as a
watchdog
for the students.
We will, in upcoming issues,
report
on the many campus
organizations - SGA,
RSA,
SJC,
PAD,
NISA, NUBSA, and
others.
I
hope
the
presidents and members of
these organizations (Zieda,
Liz,
John,
Jorge,
Arthur)
will
feel free to use the
Knight as a means by which
they
might
inform
the
student
body
of
their
activities.
So how can you reach
the Nova Knight? Feel
free
to stop by our office on the
first
floor (the dLmgeon),
or r~ach us there at 4757000.
Any
contributions,

cartoons,
letters to the
editor, etc. may be left in
the second floor
suggestion
box
(by the ~levator) or in
the Nova Knight box in the
student affairs office.
Feel
free to call
me
personally,
Barry Feingold,
at
475-5076.
I' 11
be
assistant editor until
I
graduate in December, and
along with Jonathan Glass,
Knight Editor,
will help in
any way I can.
We are in
your classes,
so just step
up,
say
hi,
introduce
yourself and get involved.
As
you
may
have
noticed,
much apathy exists
at Nova.
Students are often
not even motivated to do
school work let alone much
else.
While
this
is
understandable,
if we al 1
simply complain and do not
attempt to change things,
nothing will get done.
Let
the Nova Knight be a way of
getting things done.
Air
your
gripes if something
bugs
you.
If you
1 i ke
something,
let it continue,
and tell us all.
In
form
,:,ther students of kn,::i~ledge
they ought to know.
Allow
the newspaper to work for
you - we're in your corner
if you'll let us help.
In closing, I'd like to
thank "several
individuals.
Firstly,
John
Hartsell,
whose
fine
journalistic
tradition we will attempt to
,:,:,ntinue.
(John,
may you
stay forever young, and your
contributions
are
always
welcome).
Secondly,
Dr.
Deturk and Judi Marti,
for
their
help
in
our
publication.
Also,
Dr.
Goldstien,
for his speedy
and efficient clearing of
the way for this newspaper's
publication.
And,
lastly,
the readers and writers of
the Nova Knight,
the Nova
students.
Thank you one and
al 1.
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Alternative Radio
Up until the last month or so,
Broward was faced
with a major dileroma.
It had but one R,::,ck'n'R•:>11
station. Although that station, WSHE, was the number 2
station in the market,
it's format had no competition
since the demise of WCKO (K-102 for those who may
recall). None at all!
It had a monopoly on the rock
market.
Not that WSHE mishandled it's authority. It was
alright, but
far from the diverse K-102.
Just a real
mainstream standard rock formula - a dash of Zep,
too
much Cars, some new top 20 (Outfield, GTR,
Aha, ect.)
and all the old Kinks, Who and Springsteen. Real
standard.
Those were the days when I lived for Reggae Sunday
Horning and Rock Over London to break SHE's playlists.
How many saturday nights must one hear,
"Hey ••. We're
havin'
a party.
Hey,
quiet you guys
- I
got
through •• • Yeah, · uh,
can yc,u play Baba 0' Riley by The
Who.
Oh you just played that huh? Well how about
Heartbeat City by the Cars?"
How many R,::,c k Wars can one hear:
"I wanna vote for
John Cougar." "Oh ,
why do you like that one?" "Oh, it's
like y,::,u know,
like he's cute and like,
well, um, it's
better . " "Thanks for calling." I mean I just wanted tc,
hear songs,
not fanfare. Music, not "cat spinning" (Hey
Skip,
Hey Jim).
Diversity, not 100 keys to a s~eedboat
CI refuse to mess up my $8,000+ bumper for a one dollar
sticker) . So I finally said, "SHE, yoL1 o.k., but enuff's
Eonough . I'm gonE-." And here's what I f,:,und out.
Firstly, one surprise exists way down the left side
of the dial - WKPX. This little bugger at 88.5 is really
interesting.
Firstly,
it's commercial free.
Secondly,
the DJ's are all high school students (Piper students,
to be exact). Most importantly, they can play some · good
music. Their freedom from funding worries allows them to
be diverse.
They play album cuts,
Motown,
and even a
little main stream rock .
Actually,
it's a real
fun
Rock'n ' Roll
station to listen to.
There are only two
drawbacks at 88.5 •• The hours are from 7:30a.m. to
7:30p.m., so you have a hard time deciding whether or
not to give it a button in your car. KPX's ' worst problem
are it's sporadic newscasts.
These poor high school
students stutter and mumble their way through about
every one.
Perhaps the English department at Piper
sho~ld stop sending remedial readers for newscasts.
Outside of these slight drawbacks,
WKPX is certainly
worth a try.
Another
surprise exists at 98.7 - WKGR,
the
"gourmet" rock station out of West Palm Beach.
This may
be a little hard to get in, and may require some
antennae jiggling, but is well worth the trouble. It is
a professional, dynamic,
and creatively run station.
They
play
fine
stuff
without
insulting
your

intelligence.
In fact,
they attempt to appeal to an
older rock audience.
They play new music when it's new,
and are sensitive to when it is overplayed.
They also
play a fine assortment of oldies and rarities, and stuff
they usually don't play on the radio.
though different
from K-102,
a fine station in it's own right,
and
probably one of South Florida's finest stations (it's no
WNEW-NY, but still plenty hip!) Try it (98.7).
Also, two newcomers, both out of Broward, have come
to challenge WSHE for their a~bitroni . scores. First is
WINZ
(94.9).
Formally the very top 10 I-95,
WINZ now
bills itself as an adult ~ock station. Early monitoring
shows a fairly mellow,
but diverse and interesting,
selection. Still,
it is certainly better than the same
10 hits every 20 minutes and many screaming DJ's. The
other newcomer is WGTR (97.3),
the all
compact disc
station.
In thei~ early weeks,
WGTR has been a real
radio fans station. Good bands, cool requests, seemingly
no play list,
even three,
four,
or five cuts from
artists with big catalogs.
If they continue, WGTR might
just turn out to be a major voice in South Florida radio
in the future.
In retaliation to it's new competition, WSHE has
announced that it will have a more diverse, mainstream
programming. However, this expansion seems to mean that
they will cover artists like Don Johnson, Tina Turner,
Peter C~tera, and the whole lot of top 10 artists. Nice
move SHt (like.smoking in an oxygen tent).
So where does that leave those of us who don't
watch MTV? Pretty well off, actually. Competition should
breed some innovative radio.
With 103. 5 sounding more
1 i ke Y-1000 (and 93. '3,
96. 3,
105. 9,
and even 102. 7),
several cool competitors are ready to do battle. The
compact disc WGTR (97.3), the classic rock WINZ
('34.'3),
"gourmet" r,:ock on '38.7 (if yc,u can get it), and
the commercial free WKPX (88 . 5). Just keep flippin' and
listenin'. You just may be surprised.
"So d,:,n' t
And to the radio stations,
let me say,
the
become some background noise/A
backdrop
for
girls and boys/Who just
don't know or just don't care/And just complain when
you're not there/You've had your time/You had your
power/ You've yet ta have yc,ur finest hour"' Radio."
Queen, Radio Gaga

By BADY FEINGOLD

K11/1J11 A11/11•11I Edllor

The 60's: The Psychedelic Era
The follo~ing is the first installment of a series
of critical essays examining the role of popular music
as a reflection and historic indicator of the vast
social and cultural revolution it has accompanied since
its incarnation into society in the late 1950's.
In order to better appreciate the direction in
whi,:h the music has taken,
I
intend to view its
relevance along a more holistic continuum than has been
represented in most contemporary popular journalism.
From it's earliest trends,
Rock'n'Roll has been
3ignificant in both its youthful sense of time and
underlying unlimited optimism. According to critic Greil
Marcus,
"E,:h,:oing through all of Ro,:k'n'F.:oll
is the
simple demand for peace of mind and a good time." Also
apparent within the music has been a monumental longing
for
an
unoppressed individual
identidy,
and
a
recognition of its creative needs for self expression
and celebration.
That the youthful energies inherent in the music
could manifest themselves as a universal worldwide
representation of the disillusion,
dissatisfaction, and
angst resulting from the social restraints and spiritual
impoverishment
which has come ta categorize
this
century, implies that with a better understanding of the
music, it's content and structure, c,ne could gain a mLlCh
deeper understanding of one's environment and one's
self.

*********:t.
"In many cultures,
a deal c,f ritual.
often involving
powerful mind-blc,wit1g techniques has served t,:, suspend
temporarily the predominance of logicality and the
distancing senses,
perhaps by ruthlessly disorienting
them .• . Once the automatic tendency to distance visual
and auditory representations has been thwarted, there is
some chance to recapture the participatory powers of the
d,:,minant senses."
Theodore Roszak, Where The Wasteland Ends
11

11

"I opened my heart to the whole universe
And I found it was loving
And I saw the great blunder my teachers had made
Scientific deliriurri roadness."
The Byrds, 50
In 1986, a curious phenomenon took place within the
shifting domain of popular music.
Despite the rapid
succession of new and old artists such as Micheal
Jackson, Bruce Springsteen, The Eurythmics and the like,
leaving
their
marks upon the music as well
as

disappearing within the mix as quickly as they had
arrived,
there has arisen a peculiar reemergence of the
music of the sixties within the seemingly "mc,dern" and
up-to-date sounds that have come to characterize the
eighties.
Radio stations around the country have adopted this
new format making such seminal artists as Jim Morrison,
Bob Dylan, The Beatles, and The Jefferson Airplane
accessible to a whole new audience.
This growing
nostalgia has provoked many newer artists into scoring
huge successes with skillfully polished remakes of
classic sixties hits,
such as Bananarama has done with
The Sh,::,ckitHJ Blue's "Venus."
Thus, i•d like to take advantage of this alteration
in popular values in order that I might somehow tie
together the fragmented history of Rock'n'Roll
into
somewhat of a more unified holistic perspective. For
despite the tendency of most contemporary critics of
popular culture to dismiss the moods,
values, and
philosophy of the sixties as being merely indigenous to
that of a "lost generation," one who's trippy idealism
could not withstand the harsh realities opposing it,
I
feel
that its message,
when examined relative to the
·culture it preceded,
is as relevant to us now as it was
4
then.
When The Beatles, perhaps the most prototypical
band of the sixties,
arrived on these shores in 1964,
their music was representative of an innocence and
nievity
similar in content to the generation
of
performers which had preceded them.
However, as The
Beatles matured as a band,
they had somehow managed to
encc,unter and reflect the "trippy" ideals of the hippie
subculture that was stirring in the midst of the
sixties. From doing acid with Bob Dylan to traveling
with the Maharishi to India,
these four once cheery,
harmless "mc,p-tc,ps" had 1 et their stature becc,me that c,f
a popular mass reflection of the sixties ideal of a
search for enlightenment, identidy and a better world.
One aspect of The Beatles musical
ideals and
influences that is rarely discussed demands further
elaboration.
Namely their debt to the psychedelic
movement of the times.
The attention of London's
underground scene had brought with it a new level of
self exploration among a new generation of psychedelic
bands.
Whereas once bands such as The Animals and The
Rolling Stones had come onto the pop scene playing a
mixture of rhythm and blues,
these one time blues bands
transformed their music into an experimental blend of
blues mixed with the acid induced state of consciousness
which had arrived an the scene.
Leading this new

continued on p. 10

Tll4 Nova
making Back in the High Life
more than a great album. BACK
IN THE HIGH LIFE
should serve as an example to
other
musicians
that
technology should not simply
be used,
but utilized to
make the music better. So
send
your
letters
to
Bananarama, Paul McCartney,
Neil Young, Mr. Mister, any
rap groups, ect., ect.

ALBUM
REVIEWS
STEVE WINWOOD
BACK IN THE HIGH LIFE
Steve
Winwood
is
certainly no stranger to the
musical
capabilities
that
technology in the eighties
presents.
While
many
performers
are
just
now
trying to modernize
(Paul
McCartney's
PRESS
for
example) Steve has already
been
that route,
and is
slowly returning to a more
instrumental sound.
Winwood took electronic
pop to it's extreme with two
fine albums, ARC OF A DIVER
and
TALKING BACK TO
THE
NIGHT. Both albums
were phenomenol,because some
strong songs were made which
relied heavily on
Midi'ed
emulators, drum machines and
synthesizers.
Rather
than
synthesized drone music (ala
Kraftwerk,
Synergy,
ect.~
these were pop songs with
melodies you could hum. And
damn good ones, too. Most
amazingly Steve played and
programmed
all
the
instruments on both albums
alone.
On BACK IN THE HIGH LIFE
Steve continues to utilize
technology to enhance
his
sound,
rather
than
be
enslaved to it. Though High
Life still has the feel of
his previous two records, it
is a fine album in it's own
right.
Winwood has
begun
working with a band again,
and with such guests as Chaka
Khan, the Brecker brothers
and Joe Walsh (who even cowrote a cut)• all are put to
good use . With a fine band
experience behind him, and
his
abili~ies
at
making
today's electronics work for
him, Winwood's infectious pop
is
unstopable!
All
this

BOB DYLAN
KNOCKED OUT LOADED
Dylan
is
a
real
unpredictable type of guy.
Since he i s equally capable
of producing masterpieces, as
well as master disasters, one
never
really knows
where
Dylan's head is till
the
albums been played. Luckily
KNOCKED OUT LOADED i s
no
disaster.
By
the
same
token,
KNOCKED OUT LOADED,
is no
masterpiece either. It is a
fairly
solid
album
with
several high and many low
points . It's not as painful
as Dylan at his worst can be,
but it lac ks that final punch
which could have made this
album great.
Among the album's low
points
is
the
rambling
"Brownsville
Girl",
cowritten with astronaut Sam
Shepard, which at nearly 10
minutes never seems to end.
Also
the gospelish
"They
Killed Him" sounds O.K., but
comes across as rather trite
lyrically. Also disappointing
is the fact that Tom Petty
and
the
Heartbreakers,
Dylan's current touring uni~
appear on only one cut, the
single "Got My Mind Made Up"
(one of the albums strongest
moments).
Several
other
tracks, such as "Driftin• Too
Far From Shore" and "Maybe
Someday",
though
not
unpleasant,
are
merely
listenable and are no great
attraction.

Picking up KNOCKED OUT
LOADED wouldn't be a terrible
mistake. But an artist like
Dylan,
who has a lengthy
history
(and
a
lengthy
catalog) to be explored, is
certainly not represented in
his best light here. In fact,
if one made a l i st of Dylan
albums worth owning, KNOCKED
OUT LOADED would surely not
come out in the top ten.
VAN MORRISON
NO GURU,
NO
TEACHER

METHOD,

Musically NO GURU, NO
METHOD, NO TEACHER
is an
amazing
album.
It
is
stunningly
beautiful
to
listen to . It is dynamic,
thoughtful,
and
well
produced. And then there is
Van. Van's vocals sound very
similar
to Linda
Blair's
voice in The Exorcist, right
before she spits pea soup.
Van's just getting older, I
guess. His range has dropped
a few steps, so he sings bass
bullfrog.
His voice
also
lacks
the
strength
and
emotion of the earlier days.
Not
to
say
that
it ' s
unpleasant to listen to, but
I don't suspect his voice
will gain many new fans these
days.
NO GURU, NO METHOD, NO
TEACHER
suffers the same
dilemma . It is not unpleasant
to listen to. In fact, the
opposite is true---it is too
pleasant . That is, pleasant
but uneventful. Without Van
at his best the music is
missing that final punch to
bring it home. NO GURU, NO
METHOD, NO TEACHER is not a
bad album, just not above
average, whicn is the Van
we' ve
come to know
(and
love) .
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Looking back at the past
year or so in Neil Young ' s
career, one might have hoped
Neil had come to terms with
himself musically. A reuni on
tour with Crosby, Stil ls and
Nash, and a return to 70 ' s
acoustic/electric
sound on
his last lp Old Ways, both
gave indications that Nei l
might have abandoned his 80's
experimental
synthesizer
music . For those of you that
mi ssed albums such as Trans
and Reactor, suffice to say
that Neil did not enter the
e i ghties gracefully.
Unfortunately,
LANDING
ON WATER, is an album of
technological
drones.
The
songs
are
heartless,
soulless,
and
thoroughly
unenjoyable listening. Neil
Young used to be a lyrici st;
a song writer. Now it seems
as if he is using the new
technology to avoid
doing
what
he does best---write
good songs. From the man who
gave us songs like "Heart of
Gold", "Southe:c.n Ma_n ". and
"Rust
Never Sleeps"
c ome
lyrics such as these from
Neil ' s
drone
about
t he
sixties: "It was all a h i ppie
dream .• • feed the
machine."
Real
good for a man who
played at Woodstock. I mean
Honeymoon Suite, maybe, but
Ne i l Young???
The main problem with
LANDING
ON WATER is t hat
nobody cared about maki ng i t ,
so why should the listener
care to hear it. LANDING ON
WATER should have sunk. My
copy ' s already been frisbeed .

I. DuL,.Jf,j
3 ~ • HALL
&:
CLUES

:::1

:
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Book Store Inf tat ion

"Sounds Like Ed Meese, doesn't it?"

Professor Tom Burrus of
MDCC's North Campus thought
the price of the book he coSPEC/Al TO THE KNIGHT
wrote was too high, so he
"No one, we presume, supposes that
called the publisher.
"I
any change in public opinion or feeling
told them that if the price
words of the Constitution a more liberal
was not lowered, I would not
construction in their favor than they were
use it," Burrus said.
"Sure
intended to bear when the instrument was
enough, the price went from
framed and adopted."
$31 to $25." The bookstore's
manager, William Tant, said
By Eddie Torres
that
new book prices are
generally
set
by
the
This sounds like words the Attorney
publisher with a discount of
General, Edwin Meese, would have used in a
25
percent figured in to
speech
before
the
American
Bar
allow the store to make some
Association.
However,. they actually are
money on the books.
those of Roger B. Taney, former Chief
However, "we make more
Justice of the United States, who authored
money
on used books
and
the infamous 1857 Dred Scott v. Sandford
supplies.
If we only sold
decision,
which judicially established
new books, we wouldn't make
blacks as non-citizens.
enough money to cover the
expenses
of
running
the
Meese's attack on the modern Supreme
store," said Tant. (From an
Court and its perceived judicial activism
article by George Sullivan,
centers
on
his
espousal
to
"the
Falcon Times (MDCC-North).
jurisprudence of original intention" when
Comment:
Makes
you
interpreting Constitutional questions. He
wonder, eh? Profits from the
has criticized many prior court decisions,
bookstore at MDCC goes back
especially those of the liberal Warren
to the college, which uses
court,
for
being
"chameleon
the
money for
short-term
The
ACLU
probably
wonders
if
Mr.
Meese
jurisprudence, changing color and form in
loans, scholarships and other
each era," as well as "constitutionally wants to put the Bill of Rights under
financial aid.
How about
suspect,"
"intellectually shaky,"
and his lock and key.
"Fighting the tide
bringing that idea to Nova?
"politically violent."
again" expresses the ACLU's perceived
Basically, he believes that, in order
Letters are routinely condensed
mission
during the Reagan years.
for the courts to fulfill their tasks of
the space available and are
to
fit
interpreting the laws, they should look to
The ACLU of Florida has moved to
edited
and amended to correct errors
the draftees to understand what they wrote
225 NE 34 St #208, Miami 576-2336
of factual nature. In the interest of
and what they were seeking to accomplish.
In
respect to cases which may arise
presenting a variety of viewpoints,
representative branches of the Government
concerning
contemporary
problems
not
we
will print only one letter from a
that should decide ... If the meaning of
addressed in the Constitution, Meese wrote
correspondent
per issue. Letters to
the
Constitution
and
the
laws
made
under
in a recent "Time" magazine editorial that
it
cannot
be
arrived
by
interpretation,
the
Editors
should
be addressed to:
"on issues where the meaning of
the
what possible justification can you find
Reader's Forum, attn: Jon Glass,
Constitution
cannot be inferred "in a
under our republican form of government
neutral and principled way, it is the more
Nova Knight Mail Box, Room 245,
for permitting an unelected group
of
Student
Activities, Nova College,
officials to say what the law is?"
3301 College Avenue, Davie-Fort
form a "challange team." The Nova
Lauderdale, FL 33314.
Continued in next issue
Knight hopes to sponsor a team of
10 or 15 undergraduates who will
1986-87 NOVA UNIVERSITY WOMENS VOLLEYBALL
wrestle with the graduate team
Head
Coach:
Arthur Jon-A-Kiem
last Year: 9-4
sometime in November. What can
Assistants: Carlos Giron
we say except, "We bet we're
Conference: NAIA
Mark Draizin
District 25
What do Capture the Flag and
stronger than you are" to the
Arena
:
Lutheran
High
School
Tug-of-war mean to you?
graduates?
(H)-Home Game
*1986-86 Volleyball Schedule
Day students who are enrolled for
Elizabeth Armstrong, recent
graduate from Nova College and
at least 9 credits in the Fall Term
DAY
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
now a student at the Master's
are eligible for the Undergraduate
'Fri day
November 7
at DISTRICT TOURN.
Program at Mailman Building (and Tug-of-War and Capture the Flag
· T. 8 .A.
Saturday
November 8
at DISTRICT TOURN.
T. 8. A:\
Tuesday
November 11
still a cheerful resident of B-Dorm), teams. Sign up at the office of The
F.I.U . (H)
7:00 p.m .
invites graduates to contact her to
Nova Knight.

Meese's Original Intent?

Intramurals
Come to
Nova

COMPARISON OF THE GROWTH OF THE SANDINISTA
ARMED FORCES & THE DEMOCRATIC
RESISTANCE MOVEMENT

In Praise of Statistics
By Steve Conger
Staff Writer
Ever wonder if what your
professor asks you to study
is relevant?
I often do. I
delayed
for
three
years
before taking Dr. Cahill's
Intro to Statistics course.
"Who needs to learn about
bell
curves and
standard
deviations?
I
lived at DBuilding for 3 months, so I
know all about deviations.
And the only curves I want to
study
are
on
Hollywood
Beach." By the second class,
however, I had a terrific
reason for staying in
my
seat.
I was wandering in the
Nova Law Library's jungle:

Fort Lauderdale's ~ibraltor,
the shelves of
Government
Documents.
I found a quaint
attempt at propaganda issued
by the Departments of State
and Defense, a 78-page paper
called
"The Challenge
to
Democracy
in
Central
America."
Let's put aside
the ideology, let's ignore
claims made in the paper.
Let's
look only
at
the
"graph" on page 23.
"Active
Duty
Armed
Forces 1985" is the graph's
heading.
I looked at it and
gulped. "No wonder Reagan is
so
worried.
He must be
having nightmares about
a
Goliath crushing the Davids
of Central America."

•
1985

* SMALL ARMED BANDS; INSIGNIFICANT NUMBERS

-

l

-

\ DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE

SANDINISTA MIU~~irflSECVRITY

This chart shows the comp11r11tive growth of the S11ndinist• m/Htary •nd the armed reslst•nce. By th&ir own
sdmis.slon, thtt Sandinistas f•c•d no rB11/ threat from ucounterrevolutionaries .. •t the time they were building
Central America 's largest armed forces.

ACTIVE DUTY
ARMED FORCES·
1985

-

75,000-

49,000-

L------+- 4 3,000 22,000Costa Rica

. ya,z. ! ,.,.~
......

8,000!_

··•"
.-;;;

*

CIVIL/RURAL GUARD

Thtl S.ndlnlst• •11Md for~• •nd s11Curlty fon:91 dw•ff tho•• of Nlc•r•gu• 's n9ighbors. The S•ndinlstH, wlrh
Cuban •nd sovi.t-bloc support, ,,.d buNt tM l•rg••t m/Mr•ry In C•ntr•I Amerlc• during th• I/me tM United
St•t••
providing mar• economic •Id than •ny other country.

w••

I measured the colossus
of Managua: 2.25 inches high
w{th
shoulders
of
0.75
inches .
"So,
this equals
75,000 troops." I measured
neighboring Honduras:
0.8
inches
tall,
0.25 inches
wide,
22,000
soldiers.
Nicaragua had 3.4 more troops
than Pee Wee Honduras had in
1985, but the area of the
Goliath is more than 8 times
greater than the area of the
Honduran soldier (1.69 sq.
inches to 0.2 sq. inches).
How is this possible?
The evil of the "pictogram"
was explained in class i3 by
Dr.
Cab~~
A pictograph

that shows 3 little soldiers
for Nicaragua to 1 soldier
for
Honduras (each figure
representing
20,000
men)
would depict the difference
better.
The pictoGRAM (used
by
the State and Defens~
Departments)
shows
the
distortion.
Our skilled Nova Knight
artist
has
redrawn
the
diagram with a pictograph,
showing the 122,000 soldiers
of Costa Rica, Honduras, El
Salvador and Guatemala as 12
figures, compared to the 7
and
a
half figures
for
Nicaragua.
Where's Goliath
now, Mr. Reagan?
You can
sleep more soundly, sir.

I
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Many corporations such Blood and urine tests can
as IBM and Gulf Oil
and detect traces of more than
smaller companies now require 1,000 substances:
They can
prospective
employees
to screen for genetic diseases
submit to periodic blood and such as sickle-cell anemia,
urine
tests.
Baseball Tay Sachs disease or cystic
By Jim Mullins
A new urinalysis test commissioner Peter Ueberroth fibro~ .
They can detect
Special to The Knight
called EMIT has made
the announced that all personnel
presc~iption
drugs.
procedure much easier;
no except major-league players
or
private
Drug
testing--the technician
or
lab
is (who are protected by a union Government
employers who wish to screen
practice of
urinalysis- - is necessary and the test can be
mushrooming
in
private conducted by untrained and contract) would be required all those who would fall into
to
take
mandatory
drug
particular
health
and
employment and other areas unlicensed
personnel . screening tests . Dale Murphy a
behavioral mode may do so,
where
constitutional Various universities and the
safeguards do no apply.
The national Centers for Disease of the Atlanta Braves, not a but it is a repugnant and
result often is intrusions Control in Atlanta have found constitutional lawyer but an totalitarian idea in a free
who
understands society.
into the private lives of that EMIT and other such lab American
legal protections, said
Employers,
public
or
citizens not suspected of any tests
are
fundamentally basic
the
order
was
"making
someone
private,
have
a
right
and
wrongdoing--an affront to the unreliable,
with
a
dignity and integrity of the significant number of test prove his innocence without civic duty to be concerned
with drug abuse.
But as is
individual.
results falsely
indicating knowing he's guilty."
Drug testing has many the case in many threats to
When used in a blanket drug use.
legitimate
and society, we chose the "quick
and random manner, urinalysis
The
ACLU has been a obviously
unmindful
of
the
purposes: fix,"
has
been
challenged litigant in four recent cases valuable
consequences.
Random
and
monitoring
of
drug
addicts,
successfully by the American that involved students and
on-the-job
accident blanket tests of thousands of
Civil Liberties Union
and teachers.
investigation,
control
of presumably innocent people is
other public-interest groups
The New York
Supreme workers in physically risky
not
the
answer.
Many
on constitutional grounds.
Court
struck
down
the occupations and those whose unsuspecting citizens
lose
The Army had discharged. Pachogue-Medford
school
and
educational
could endanger job
more than 3,500 servicemen district's plan to force all performance
suffer
nationwide
before a class teachers up for tenure to their fellow workers or the opportunities,
public.
But unless these humiliation and violation of
action
suit
was
filed take a urine . test.
The tests are based on
facts their privacy at the hands of
challenging the test that had Arkansas
ACLU
defended indicating wrongdoing,
and tests that convict them with
been
the
basis
of
the Arkadelphia students who were
proper
procedures
and no degree of reliability or
charges.
The vast majority screened for drug use;
a
are in
place, certainty.
of
those
servicemen
who federal district court ruled safeguards
abuses can be expected.
All institutions, public
contacted
ACLU
chapters the
practice
For instance,
Georgia or private, tha~ enjoy the
claimed that they had not unconstitutional.
A Power has a hot line for
used drugs but accepted a Hackensack,
N.J . ,
judge anonymous callers to report freedoms guaranteed by the
U.S.
Constitution
have a
less than honorable discharge temporarily has barred the
rather
than
face propo·s ed mandatory drug tests drug abuse by fellow workers. responsibility not to violate
courtmartial.
Although the of all high school students The calls appear to have used the persons or privacy of
In one those they employ or control.
Army agreed to review the in East Rutherford, N.J. In to settle grudges.
discharges,
many
military this particularly outrageous case, several workers who had Mutual respect, not mutual
will
preserve
careers were abruptly
and case all those who "failed" reported safety violations at distrust,
a nuclear plant were fired
society and
its
unjustly
ended,
and would
be
expelled.
The because they refused to take American
ideals--not
reliance
o~
characters were stigmatized Georgia ACLU is suing
on
that
alienates
because of a test that a behalf of a seventh-grader urine tests triggered by hot- technology
line
calls.
They
are
special
Army
commission who
was tested for drugs appealing the firings with trusting citizens and robs us
of tour basic personality and
described
as "legally and because
a teacher's
aide
individuality.
scientifically
deficient" suspected something when the ACLU assistance.
The
most
pernicious
and
after the fact.
girl had been "quiet for two threatening aspect of these
Jim Mullins is chairman of
days."
tests is that they can reveal the Greater M1am1 American
to
an employer the
most Civil Liberties Union.
TTATVDA
intimate
details
of
a
,,,- l .L
L/.JY~.r-./'J
.L.L
.l\i
r:,,
erson's
life and health.
The United States has what changes might be needed .
decided not to contribute to However, in March 1985, an
US won't support UN population fund
the United Nations Fund for internal review undertaken by
This
Population Activities (UNFPA) AID exonerated .UNFPA.
What's your feeling about this?
Sure, AID claims
in 1986.
The Agency for review of UNFPA's programs
that the funds are being given to "other voluntary family
International
Development concluded that "UNFPA. does
planning programs."
AID has given no aid to an important
(AID)
has directed
funds not
support
abortion
or
international cooperative effort to death with global
earmarked for the UNFPA to coercion through the programs
overpopulation.
Do
you
agree
with
the
Reagan
"other
voluntary
family which our contribution would
administration's decision?
If not, we encourage you to
planning programs worldwide." help
fund."
Another
AID
use the form below.
The decision came after investigation, conducted in
months
of accusations and 1984, found that "allegations
Mr. Reagan,
relentless lobbying by anti- of UNFPA support for coercive
RE:
Broken
promises between U.S .
Agency for
abortion activists charging Chinese
practices
w~re
International Developmnent and the United Nations Fund for
that UNFPA participates in unfounded." Nevertheless, in
Population Activities (UNFPA)
programs
in
China
that 1985, the U.S . held back $10
I
petition
you
to request
the
Agency
for
involve the use of compulsory million of the $46 million
International Development to:
abortions
and
involuntary promised to UNFPA.
1) give to UNFPA the $10 million withheld in 1985
sterilizations.
The recent U.S. decision
2) give to UNFPA the $25 million earmarked for 1986
Rafael
Salas,
the affects $25 million that had
3) increase the support for UNFPA in 1987 to at least $54
director
of
UNFPA,
in been appropriated to UNFPA
million (the U. S.'s 1985 commitment of $46 million,
addressing these allegations, for 1986 but never released.
adjusted for 7% inflation).
said
that
UNFPA is
not It
represents
a
total
I urge you to write to Rafael Salas, the director of
involved in the management of withdrawal
of
support.
UNFPA, to assure him of U.S . commitment to solving the
population programs in any
overpopulation problem through the United Nations system.
country.
It is up to each Increased contributions from
Please note that an internal report completed by AID
country
to
develop
and other donors will offset, to
some extent, the loss of US
last
year found that "UNFPA does not support abotion or
implement
its
population support. UNFPA received $100
coercion through the programs that U.S. · AID contribution
policy in the context of its million
from
other
would help fund . " Another report in 1984 concluded that
own needs.
contributors
in 1985
and
allegations
of
UNFPA support for coercive
Chine~e
The Chinese government expects
to
receive
$123
population
control
practices
were
unfounded.
has repeatedly denied reports million this year.
Many major newspapers (including New York Times,
that their programs coerce
Had
the
proposed
US
Washington
Post, Miami Herald and Los Angeles Times)
abortions or sterilizations . contribution for 1986 been
commented unfavorably on the us decision to withdraw from
It
reiterated that
UNFPA available to UNFPA, said Mr.
UNFPA. Most said that the decision harms family planning
activities conform to
the
"we would have been in
programs and might increase rather than reduce the number
principles
of
promoting Salas,
a
position
to
provide
program
of
abortions.
development and cooperation, support,
particularly
in
Thank you for your attention to this matter ,
as
contained in
the
UN Africa, according to a highCharter. The China statement ievel
scenario."
Instead,
added
that
AID's
action UNFPA
will
"continue
to
violates the norms governing follow a low-level scenario"
international relations for until additional funds are
Student in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
one country to attempt to found.
Check if appropriate:
exert
pressure
on
UNFPA
"UNFPA's operations will
[ ] I voted for Paula Hawkins
through
its
contributions continue
to
service
134
[ ] I voted for Bob Martinez
aimed
at
changing
the developing countries in their
[ ] I voted for Ron Howard (Republican
be
principles and orientation of population programs without
candidate Secretary of Education)
work of the Fund .
Such an disruption.
We will, at the
act
interferes
with
the same
time,
redouble
our
Send to:
send copy to:
population
policy
of
a efforts to secure additional
President Reagan
Rafael Salas, UNFPA
sovereign state.
resources required to meet
The White House
220 E . 42nd Street
The AID press release the increasing demand
for
Washington, D.C.
New York NY 10017
stated, "There have not been population assistance."
[
] Please accept 20 cents, my
sufficient changes since last --extracted from an .article
share of the unpaid U.S. commitment
year to warrant a resumption in
"Popu·lation,"
the
to UNFPA
of us support for UNFPA." newsletter for the
UNFPA,
The AID statement did not say September 1986.

Drug tests not always reliable,
invasion of privacy a certainty
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TheThe "0-Rings"
of Turkey Point
Center for Suclear

Reproduced from
FP&L's Evacuatior
Guide--1986
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Kiss your kitty good-bye!
By Joette Lorion
Center far Nuclear Respans/b/1/ty
WHAT TD DD WHEN YOU HEAR THE
EHERGENCY WARNING SYSTEH IN DADE
AND HONROE COUNTIES:
Kiss your
pet good bye and don't go ta
school looking for your kids.

BEEEP . . . "We Interrupt th Is
broadcast to bring you a very
111,portant aessage •
An ace I dent
occurred one hour ago at the
Turkey Point nuclear power plant
25
•Iles
south
of
Mlaal
Radiological
experts
are
now
evaluating
the
extent
of the
daaage. City officials have been
lnforaed
that
radioactive
contaalnatlon
aay
force
the
evacuation of Dade and Monroe
Counties WITHIN A 50-MILE RADIUS
Res Iden ts
OF THE REACTOR SITE.
are asked to close doors and
windows,
turn
off
their
arr
conditioners, and reaaln cal11. •
Are you prepared for this
announceaent?
Would you know
what to ,do and which way to leave
to escape the radloact Ive cloud?
You do If you live within a I011lle radius of Turkey Point and
were 1 ucky enough to rece Ive a
copy of the Florida Power and
Light's handy little E11ergency
Measures evacuation plan booklet.
If you l Ive outside the I0-111 le
radius of Turkey Point, FPL was
not required by law to aall their
evacuation plan to you.
You ' ll
alss a lot of good reading.
This
handy
E11ergency
Measures booklet starts with the
"fact" that "there Is a very
slight
possibility
of
an
accidental radioactive e11lsslon
fro• the nuclear plant" so we
aust be prepared. Why? Because,
according
to
FP&L,
"once
an
e11ergency has been declared, It
Is for the aost part too late to
start planning for It . •
FP&L
aakes
It clear that once the
eaergency warning signal sounds,
you should already have on hand a
portable battery operated radio,
flashl lght,
first
aid
kit,
uncontaalnated bottled water, and
an auto11oblle
In good working
condition with a full gas tank.
Why
a
gassed
up
car ?
because
In
the
case
of
an
evacuat1 on , gas stations will be
closed and an e11pty gas tank
w111 aake It I •poss Ible for you
to flee the area. You 11ay wonder
how long, gas or no gas , that you
wl 11 have to •ake your eKodus .
According to a coaputer study
perfor11ed
by FP&L
last year,
residents within the evacuation
zone will evacuate the area 3.2
persons per auto11oblle <except
sen i or
citizens
who will car
pool) and be clear of the Turkey
Point vicinity within 60 alnutes
(75 11lnutes In bad weather) •
FP&L states that you 11ust "take
all essentials with you, and be
sure to leave once you have been
told to do so.·
But do not take
pets or alcohol le beverages as
you pile
onto
the evacuation
routes outlined on page 21 of the
booklet.
How will you know that there
has been the "unl lkely event of
an accident at Turkey Point?
There will be a warning signal In
the
for• of a three to five
11lnute st~ady siren tone .
Should you be concerned? Only If
you are aware that a nuclear
reactor
accident
has
the
potential
of
releasing
1,000
tlaes
the
radiation
of
the

Hlroshlaa boab, killing tens of
thousands of people .
A Sandia
Labs report concluded that 29,000
people would be k 11 led and t40
bll l Ion In property da11age would
follow a worst-case core
11eltdovn.
Should
you
pack
your
Insurance
policy
In
your
evacuation kit?
It won't do you
11uch
good
since
there
Is a
Nuclear Exclusion Clause In every
ho11eowner and auto policy that
says, "This policy does not cover
I oss
or
da11age
caused
by a
nuclear reactor accident , nuclear
radiation or conta11lnatlon, all
whether directly or Indirectly
resulting froM an Insured peril
under this policy.·
Is it any wonder that FP&L
starts
with
the
words
IHPORTANT . . . Read and keep thls
booklet I
In case of a nuclear
accident at turkey Point, It aa
be all you have left.
Coples of the FP&L E11ergency
Heasures
evacuation
plan
are
available free of charge fro• the
Bureau of Disaster Preparedness
1720
Saith
Gadsen
St
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(Editor's note:
Joette Lorion
this
before
Chernobyl •
People were evacuated fro• ho•es
11ore than 20 a lles fro• that
accldent- - does FP&L think that
a North A11erlcan accident will
stop endangering people at
JI
11Jles
fro•
Turkey
Point
?
Apparent} y so •
Why does the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Co11a lsslon
allow FP&L to operate a nuclear
plant 50 11Jles fro• Nova College
and n ot require FP&L to /nfor • us
about what to do If a rad/at/on
cloud travelled north?
(See the
11ap--Nova Is within that 70-a/le
radius fro11 Turkey Point.)
If
you'd 1 Ike to aake noise about
the
Jack
of
preparedness
Jn
Broward
and
northern
Dade
Counties,
take thls article to
your
Congress Jona 1
representative.
Congress has the
power to a11end the Atoalc Energy
Act .
Congress could requlre the
NRC to 11ake tougher standards to
guard the safety of people within
70 •Iles, not just
JO alles.
Note:
there's
a problea
with this
Your Congressional

wrote

representative
ls
likely to be
reluctant to upset FP&L.
I111agine
the
bad
publ lcity
FP&L would
rece / ve J f the NRC requ Ired FP&L
to
send
a
s I 111 / 1 ar
EHERGENCY
HEASURES notice to every res/dent
within 70 mJles of Turkey Point.
The
switchboard
at
Corporate
Communications would be flooded
with quer i es .
Here 's the number
for pe ople who want FP&L's reply:
552-3894 .
Therefore,
your member of
Congress
"1 11
need
your
determined facial expressions and
assertive body language to help
h/111 to see that you are serious
and your visit Is not Inspired by
a 111omentary flash of post-Knight
anger.
I f you can't visit, send
this article and call your rep's
office .
Speak sweet] y to the
aide who answers the phone and
comaun/cate
your
sincerity
through a
voice
treabl Ing with
emotion a nd expressions like "I
don't
want
to
kiss
my
cat
good-bye• and • I don't trust the
school
system
to
take
•Y kid
brother to sa fety.•
--co1111ents by S . Conger, legal
studies student writing a thesis
on how a citizen can participate
In NRC dec/s/ons.J

Responsibility,
a
Miami
environmental
organization,
filed a legal motion in May
with
the U.S.
court
of
Appeals in Washington, D.C.,
in
an attempt to
thwart
unsafe operation of Florida
Power
and Light's
Turkey
Point Nuclear Reaction Unit
#4 .
The motion asked the
full court to review the case
Lorion v. NRC and FPL co.,
and asked that they order a
full public hearing on the
problem of pressure vessel
embrittlement at Turkey Point
Unit #4.
The motion also
requested the court to force
FPL to shutdown and test the
welds
of this
embrittled
reactor unit.
The motion compared the
Nuclear
Regulatory
coirunission's
handling
of
safety problems at
Turkey
Point to NASA's handling of
the ill-fated Challenger. In
each case, engineers warned
that a critical
component
could
fail, :
leading
to
disastrous
results.
In
Challenger,
the
critical
components were a-ring seals;
at Turkey Point Unit #4, they
are the "a-welds" ringing the
beltline
of the reactor's
pressure vessel.
The motion
states that in each case, the
warnings of engineers have
been ignored.
Failure of the "a-weld"
component would produce the
most feared reactor accident:
a meltdown of the reactor
cor.e ~

Joette LoriOtl
The motion also charged
that the NRC has allowed FPL
to practice legal alchemy in
order to keep Unit #4 in
operation.
CNR points out
that the only weld
metal
tests ever performed on Unit
#4
by Southwest
Research
Institute
(SWRI) in
1976
showed that the weld metal
was
becoming brittle
and
would exceed the point of
safe operation in 1980 or
1981 .
SWRI suggested that
further tests be performed in
1978 and again in 10 years.
FP&L has condug,,ted no further
tests,
and, .. the NRC has
allowed FP&L to postpone weld
metal
tests scheduled for
1986 for an additional 14
years.
The motion charged
that the NRC allowed FP&L to

..
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camouflage tlie true condition
of Unit #4 by permitting them
to use test data from the
less
severely
affected
Reactor Unit #3 to predict
safe operation of Unit #4.
CNR's scientific expert has
called
this
practice
"scientifically invalid."
The
motion ended
by
stating
that the
nuclear
disaster
at
the
Soviet
Chernobyl reactor proves that
the risk of nuclear accident
is intolerable.
"In this
context,"
concluded
the
motion, "conditions at Turkey
Point Reactor Unit #4 pose an
unacceptable risk which South
Floridians
should not
be
asked to ta)ce."

TEST THE 0-WELDSI

The dispute centered on
the brittle metal in the owelds.
Joette Lorion
is
pushing
for a test,
FPL
spokesmen on the radio show
says a test is not necessary,
that data form Unit
#4's
"twin" would be sufficient to
predict embrittlement.
My
question to FP&L:
How much would it cost to
test
the
0-welds?
$2
million? $5 million?
I
asked
an
FP&L
representative
(you
can
confirm this:
call FPL at
Corporate
Communications,
552-3894) how many customers
are
in Broward and
Dade
Counties:
2,678,430 as of
September 17.
What if FP&L
spent $10 million (including
the cost of oil needed to
generate
electricity while
Unit
#4 is
shut
down)?
That's less than five dollars
per
customer.
Are you
willing to give up a movie to
find out if Turkey Point ' s
middle name is "Meltdown"?
Are you as scared as I am?
Are you willing to cough up
two hours' wages to find out
that the a-welds are secure,
that
Joette
Lorion
is
"wrong"?
Hey, I'd love to
find out the a-welds will
last until 2000, but I fear
that the Center for Nuclear
Responsibility has stumbled
onto
something that
FP&L
might not want the public to
know about. By STEVE COffGER

POLITICAL Kl LLI NGS
Chilean soldiers reportedly beat
19-year-old Rodrigo Roias De
Negri on July 2, 1986 and set him
on fire. He died of his iniuries on
July 5. Hundreds of men and
women have been killed recently
by security forces or abducted or
shot by clandestine forces reportedly linked to security services.
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Amnesty Int'l Might Come to Nova
Help Make a Campus

You've seen it in the news. Sting
Amnesty International and Nova
Here's what the Nova Knight
and Bob Dylan sang for it. It's the
College students have an
received from Amnesty's U.S.
living proof that "the pen is
opportunity to participate in their
Section, South Regional Office:
Action Group Happen!
mightier than the sword." It's
much-needed work.
"THE AI CAMPUS NETWORK PROGRAM"~12...-.
The campus network is an action program of the
~
.
United States Section of Amnesty International
(AIUSA) through which students, faculty and staff
express their concern for and help improve the situation
of individuals imprisoned for the peaceful expression o
their beliefs. Campus network groups also contribute t
Amnesty International's efforts to abolish the cleat
penalty and the use of torture as well as efforts to irr
fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners.
Some of the initiatives that campus groups undertake·
are: Country Campaigns and Special Actions: Amnest~
International regularly mounts these actions to focus
attention on a country where human rights violations.
are particularly flagrant and widespread.
Urgent Action Network: In 1974 AI devised an
international structure, a network of volunteers
.
agree to be "on call" to send immediate appeals
regarding impending or actual cases of torture, capita
punishment, extra-judicial executions, inadequate.
medical care, disappearances, and other cases of1
urgency. The Urgent Action network has since
expanded to include many thousands of participants in
forty countries.
The Urgent Action (UA) technique include
following steps:
++Information received by researchers at Al's
international secretariat is reduced to a one or two-page
case sheet. Besides the specific details on the prisoner,
each case sheet includes background information,
recommended action, addresses of relevant authorities,
Mass protests against human rights violations by the military government
and general guidelines to use when composing appeals.
of
Chile
and
for
a
return
to democracy have grown in strength since 1983. They have often
+ + this case information is then retyped,
been
violently
dispersed
by
police and troops. Thousands of people have been arrested during
mimeographed, and sent to designated U A participants
and ~fter such demonstrations, and in raids on the poor neighbourhoods of Chile's cities.
for action;
+ + UA participants are asked to send at least one
telegram or letter immediately upon receipt of the
Urgent Action case.
Every month Amnesty International issues
The difference between
courteous .•• ,in
California
approximately 25 Urgent Actions to different portions of
that would never happen."
the two coasts of America is
the UA network; each participant receives one or two of
My
behavior
was
as
vast as the
distance
these. Every case is sent to a cross-section of the UA
considered "uptight". I had
between them. A prime example
network as well as to "specific interest" lists such as
to loosen up. I explained
of this statement would be
lawyers or journalists.
that this was not California,
the different style of life
the driver's are partially
between
California
and
If you would like to assist the Nova University
blind and hearing impaired,
Florida. Upon the visit of an
Amnesty International Campus Group in writing
and
love
Cadillacs
and
old friend from California, I
letters. show up at the Nova Knight Office on Friday
Volkswagens.
noticed
immediately
his
afternoons for a half-hour after Dr. Brodman's SOC 112
After
the
driving
changes in personality from
episode,
I
learned
that
class ends (1:30-2 p.m.). We can organize the
what used to be a Floridian.
Californians are so "mellow"
Words like "gnarly", "rad",
letterwriting so that the group becomes an example of
that they don't say "uncool"
and "pup" had become staples
efficiency! Hring a 44-cent stamp and an airmail
things.
Like---Never
of
his
daily
vocabulary.
When
envelope. The Nova College Student Government
releasing hostilities toward
I used the microwave, I was
Association has been petitioned to provide the $100
other people. "Hey man, I
told to "nuke" the
food.
annual fee for joining the UA network. Please thank
feel bad vibes from
this
Instead of eating I learned
place." etc., etc.
your SGA President, Zeida Rodriguez. for assisting The
to "chow".
It seems my friend has
Well I guess the lingo
Nova Knight in starting this AI campus group. Advisor:
become a total Californian. I
is
o.k.
once
you
get
used
to
Dr. Horn; Founding members: Ari Rollof. Jon Glass.
kept insisting that he didn't
it,
but
what about
the
Steve Conger. We need to create a core of letter writers
live in the real world. That
lifestyle?
My
friend was
who will commit to sending at least one letter every
no matter where you go people
amazed at the way I drive.
are not always "mellow". That
month. In ten months that's $4.40 in postage, or as
He didn't understand why I
life
is often hectic and
had to dodge the cars coming
much as you would spend going to the movies and
unreasonable, and that many
into my lane, or why I kept
getting a medium popcorn and a small soda. Join the
times people don't care what
beeping my horn to avoid the
adventure!
your sign is.
daily barrage
of nuts
on
The office of The Nova Knight is located in the
the road. I kept hearing, "In
northeast corner of the first floor of Parker Building.
California the drivers are
near the Mail Room, north of the first floor's library.

Bri 's Corner

.,:-FoL.P ..-

To: President Augusto Pinochet
c/o Ambassador Ernan Felipe
Errazuriz
Your Excellency:
am concerned about the killing of Rodrigo Rojas De
Negri and about other political killings in which
members of the security forces have been involved.
I urge complete investigations and prosecution of those
responsible for such killings. The composition and operation of clandestine armed squads should also be
exposed, and all emergency legislation that focilitates
human rights abuses should be repealed .

I

Signature

Nome (print)

Address

City/Stote/Zip

FROM: _ _ _ _ _ __

l- - - - -

'
I

TO: President Augusto Pinochet

I

c/o His Excellency Ambassador

I

Ernan Felipe Errazurlz

1

Embassy of Chile

•I

1732 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20008

~

C.t.lT

,_ _ _ __
I
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Thoughts on Iceland
Let's be un-American for a moment-let's criticize Mr. Reagan.
Ron looked
straight into the camera lens and said
that the Soviets were asking us to give up
our
defense •.. our
Strategic
Defense
Initiative.
A retired colonel, Robert
Bowman, Ph.D., director of the Institute
fa~ Space and Security Studies, gave us
this description of Star wars:
Imagine an anti-missile system that
can wipe out at best 10% of the enemy's
warheads.
Dr. Bowman explained at a
lecture in Miami on September 14 that, in
Pentagonese, this system would "enhance"
au·r defenses.
Where's the impenetrable
shield described by Ronald Raygun in the
"Star Wars" speech of March 1983?
It's
become the key to make a pre-emptive
strike possible.
a)
disable
the Soviets'
radar
satellites
b) hit 90% of their silos
c) use the s.d.i. to neutralize the
10%
(including
missiles
on
Soviet
submarines) which were missed.
Doesn't
this
sound like
"first
strike"?
A star wars system makes the
unthinkable
(first
strike)
thinkable
because,
if
you ignore the probable
nuclear winter that would follow this
scenario,
most
of the us would
be
untouched
by the
Soviet
retaliatory
strike.
DOCTORS SPEAK UP
Dr. Helen Caldicutt, a founder of the
Physicians for Social Responsibility, has
written on the horrors that would confront
doctors in the aftermath of a nuclear
exchange.
Call (215) 337-SANE to order a
tape of her address to the University of
Illinois if you're interested in hearing a
provocative
critic
of
the
Reagan
administration's weapons policy.
Local
representative:
Dr. Steve Meyerson, 2513259 in Miami.
PHYSICIST SAYS STAR WARS IS NOT FEASIBLE
Dr. Philip Anderson, a Nobel-prise
winning physicist at Princeton university,
wrote in September 1985:
"The reasons for not building Star
Wars are essentially identical to those
which led both us and the Russians to
abandon, for all practical purposes, the
antiballistic missile in 1972 and to sign
Advanced Infrared Early Warning and Tracking
Satellite in GEO keeps track of thousand or so
boosters, assigns each target to a relay mirrortracking mirror pair, gives them aiming information,
and relays firing commands back to laser in US

from

-

-
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By STEVE CONGER
Koi1/J1 Staff Writer

5th Year. No. I

a
treaty
restricting ABMs.
It
is
important to understand that reasoning-and perhaps it is less emotionally charged
than Star Wars because it is now history
and
not
even
controversial
history
anymore.
Why would anyone feel that a
defense against missiles was useless and,
in fact, dangerous and destabilizing?
"There are three stages, each more
certain than the last:
(1) It probably
wouldn't
work,
even
under
ideal
conditions.
(2)
It almost certainly
wouldn't work under war conditions.
(3)
Most certain and conclusive of all, each
defensive system costs at least 10 times
more than the offensive system it is
supposed to shoot down.
Thus it pays the
other side to increase its
offensive
arsenal until the defender is bankrupt,
and the net result is an increase in
armaments
and a far
more
dangerous
situation, without any increase in safety.
"To
paraphrase Murph Goldburger's
testimony on the ABM:
Star Wars is
spherically senseless--that is, silly no
matter how you look at it."

Star Wars : Defense or Death Star/

Orbiting Mirrors

Extremely large relay mirror in Geostationary Earth Orbit
(GEOI 22,300 miles out must track fighting mirror with
extreme accuracy and bounce laser beam from Earth to
the fighting mirror. Contains complex sensors, electronics.

A
short
note to students
who
are
registered to vote in New York:
You've got a more interesting Senate ,
race than Florida has.
Mark Green, a
former Naider raider, is running on the
anti-contra,
anti-SDI,
pro-environment
ticket against Republican D'Amato.
Catch
the endorsement from The Village Voice in
its Sept. 2 issue. Nader says that Green
has done more than most Senators to help
this country.
Mark Green
6 E. 30th St.
NY NY 10016
At least you'll have something more
interesting
to
follow
than
the
conservative lookalike contest between Bob
and Paula ( both "support" the president• s Mark Green and his family
~tand in Iceland).

The Nova Knight is published
.t least monthly by the students
,f Nova College. the
undergraduate di•iaion of Nova
!University. The contents of each
issue of Tbe Non Knight are
protected under the federal
opyrigbt act. Please request
·ritten permission to reproduce,
any part of what appears in this
ledition.
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[ If you wish to complain about
an article or if you read
inaccurate ioformatioo. please
1write the Editor, Room 245.
Parter Building, 3301 Collete
A•enue, Nova College, Fort
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FL 33314.
I
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IT'S MONDALE'S FAULT
I can hear the groans--where did
Fritz
"Beagle
Eyes" come
into
the
equation?
Go back to those debates in
autumn 1984.
Mr. Teflon allowed teh
deficit issue to slide off.
Remember
Mondale's promise?
He'd raise taxes to
cut the deficit--and he told the audience
that whoever was President would be asking
Congress
for more revenues by
1986.
Reagan promised not to raise taxes.
RR
won and the conservative element thought
the voters wanted the Right's social and
foreign policies:
--constructive engagement with South
Africa
--quarantines for homosexuals
--strong arm foreign affairs:
down
with
Nicaragua,
crush those Libyans,·
support anti-Marxist dictators
.
--economic growth and less regulation
(who cares about the environment)
- - tax simplification (RR's return is
simpler by $90,000)
--school prayer and a quiet death to
the Civil Rights Act
Unfortunately, those little voices
who forgot to go to the polls in November
'84
began
marching and
writing
to
Congress:

" Fighting" Mirror in Low Earth Orbit
with extremely fast and sophisticated
pointing-tracking system under
computer control from GEO

""-

The Nova Knight
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Peace in Nicaragua is the goal
of a new effort by the National
Student Action Center, based in
Washington.
Students at more than 100
colleges and universities nationwide
are attempting to collect 250,000
signatures on a petition calling for an
end to U. S. aid to the anti·
government rebels, as well as for
bilateral negotiations between the
two countries and support of the
Contadora peace plan, which aims
to demilitarize Central America.
The petitions will be collected
around the end of next month and
given to the United Nations
delegations from the United States
and Nicaragua, according to pave
West, one of the center's organi2ers~

I

to end apartheid, to get research
funds for AIDS victims, to oppose support
for the contras, to oppose the terrorist
raid on Libya (as punishment for bomb
planted in the Berlin ~isco, to protest
support of Marcos, Duvalier and Pinochet,
to get more money for Superfund to clean
up toxic waste sites, to protest lower
taxes for the wealthy, to get the Civil
Rights Restoration Act of 1985 passed
without an anti - abortion amendment.
TROUBLE AT HOME? MAKE TROUBLE IN MOSCOW
Look at the problems caused by RR's
promise
to
answer Fritz's
ill-timed
prediction:
--the deficit didn't go away, so
--the Administration created a War on
Drugs. When that failed to take the heat
off
Meese's
"original
intent"
interpretations of the Constitution,
--the Sandinistas were only two dars
from our. borders!
When voters started
asking about those four guys fasting on
the steps of Congress, the next step was
--no tough sanctions on South Africa,
claiming that sanctions would hurt blacks
more than the white minority.
When the
veto-override sailed through Congress, RR
looked for a new threat .•.
--Iceland.
Yes, when the Russians
offer on-site inspections, they must be
hiding something.
"That's just another paranoid liberal
analysis of Ronald Reagan's best shot at
doing his job." What I hear you thinking
is, "How can anyone be so un-American?"
Look, I agree:
if Fritz hadn't pushed
Reagan into a corner where RR would have
to cut himself off from a face-saving tax
hike, there might have been less money to
spend on Star Wars and no reasons for
Reagan to refuse the Soviet offer.
The
question is not "Will historians
say
Reagan
was
the
most
ill-equipped
President?"
-- we
already know
that
answer.
However, we could ask, "Will
historians pin the rejected offer
on
Fritz?"

rStirt thin-king IlDW about FIELD STUDY IIl ffiEXICO OR BBRZIL. may-June, 1987. Earn 9 credits and have the time of your life I ~ see Dr. Brodman
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BOOK CLUB
NEVER PAY RETAIL AGAIN

o<I.

MEMBERS SAVE

20°/o to 80°/o
On Every Book You Buy!!!
JOIN FLORIDA'S FIRST BOOK CLUB
JOIN OVER 100,000 OTHER VALUE-CONSCIOUS BOOK LOVERS IN BROWARD

WHO ARE ANXIOUS TO GET MORE BOOKS FOR THEIR BOOK DOLLARS!
WHAT IS BOOK CLUB?
BOOK CLUB is a MEMBERSHIP BOOK DISCOUNT ORGANIZATION.
Prices are discounted to members only.

ENORMOUS BOOK SELECTION
We carry one of the largest selections of books in every category - over
50,000 titles - as well as a complete line of greeting cards, stationary
and office supplies. giftware. computer supplies and software and
many other items... at tremendous savings to you.

SPECIAL LOW MEMBER PRICES
BOOK CLUB discounts EACH and EVERY BOOK. Local bookstores only
discount 20 to 30 bestseller hardcovers. BOOK CLUB discounts every
book - hardcover and softcover. Savings of 20% to 80% on everything
you buy from BOOK CLUB. Huge savings possible through our volume
purchasing as a distributor.

NO HIGH PRESSURE BUYING,
NO MINIMUM PURCHASE
Browse as often as you want, this Is your club. You yourself select what
you want at your own leisure. When ready, you pay at the checkout
counter. No minimum yearly purchases as with some other clubs. Buy
only what you want and when you want. No games. No tricks.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
BOOK CLUB has a special service representative to cater to your needs
and to support you as a member.

ITEMS IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Unllke other "clubs" where YQU may wait for 4 to 6 weeks to receive your
books, BOOK CLUB carries a comprehensive Inventory to cater to the
needs of Its members. every Item Is In stock in our sho~room and
should we not have the book you need, we will special order It for you
from regional warehouses.

ALL PURCHASES GUARANTEED
Every book Is guaranteed brand new. Your satisfaction Is always
guaranteed. You must be delighted or your money back, If returned
within 3 days. However. there are no returns on software. audio or video
items and no returns on books specially ordered for you.

EXTENDED HOURS FOR MEMBER
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
For your comfort and leisure BOOK CLUB is open 7 DAYS A WEEK from
10 AM to 10 PM.

ORDER AT HOME BY PHONE
Just pick up the phone and order the books you want. Pay the same low
prices plus slight shipping and handling charge. You need never leave
your home.

MEMBERS ONLY LOUNGE
This is your own private lounge. Invite and meet friends here. Meet
authors and book discussion groups. Meet other book lovers. Enjoy a
cup of cotfe or glass of soda.

LOW MEMBERSHIP FEE
Membership is less than a dollar a month. Yearly membership is only
$11.95. Your immediate family is included in your membership at no
extra cost. And if you sign up anytime this year for 1987 membership,
you pay only $9.95.

SIGN UP NOW! If You're Tired Of Paying RETAIL PRICES!
Take Advantage Now of Our FREE MEMBERSHIP For the Year of 1986
BOOK CLUB MEMBERSHIP CARD
FOR THE YEAR 1986
HERE'S YOUR BOOK CLUB FREE
MEMBERSHIP CARD FOR 1986
Fill In your name and sign the card
and you are on the way to tremendous
savings on every book you buy.

This card entitles _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
to full membership benefits and priveleges.
Validation deadline: October 31, 1986
Membership No# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Member signs here
Good thru December 31. 1986

I~

{,(}
Choy Wong, Pres. Book Club

IMPORTANT: THIS CARD IS NOT.VALID UNLESS YOU
COME IN AND VALIDATE IT BY OCTOBER 31, 1986.

BOOK CLUB

5312 N. UNIVERSITY DR.
LAUDERHILL 748-7500
(just south of Commercial Blvd. in Boulevard Shoppes 11)

~
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The 6o·s: The Psychedelic Era
Continued from pqe 2
movement were bands such as The Byrds and The Greatful
Dead in San Francisco,
and The Pink Floyd,
who's
Yelevance I shall now discuss, in London.
Dul'ing their
formative years,
The Pink Floyd's
music,
led by the untamed eccentl'ic instincts of Sid
Bal'Yett,
was to a great e xtent indistinguishable from
the barl'age of psychedelic bands introducing themselves
at the time. Howevel', whatevel' significance lay in theil'
eal'liest musical
expel'iments,
The Pink Floyd's music
took l'OOt within the transparent realm between reality
and
fantasy.
Musically and lyl'ically,
the vision of
theil' music represented the divisions and hypocrisies of
man's
struggle
to Yegain direction in
a
wol'ld
frighteningly c,ut of c,:,ntr,:,l.
The sense of
individual
loss and helplessness,
the longing fol' escape and the
desire to take l'Oot in a wol'ld whel'e one's dreams and
spil'itual
lc,ngings may be realized,
and at lc,ng last
attained,
are recurring motifs which repeat themselves
thl'oughout the couyse of theil' eal'liest expel'imental
ef f,:,yts.
The evolution of The Pink Floyd's music,
like that
of any othel' gYeat al'tist,
repl'esents a soul-wrenching
struggle to combine the elements of man's quest
for
knowledge and an undel'standing of himself and his role
within the universe.
To convey the sights,
sounds, and
inarticulate impressions thl'ough a creative medium which
might
in turn reach out to othel's and report
its
findings such that others might,
in fact,
take pal't in
that expel'ience as well.
However this new movement,
inspired largely by the
visions and personal insights brought about through
drugs, hallucinogins in particular, has received a great
deal
of Cl'iticism.
Most criticisms that have come to
pass over the past two centul'ies have focused on the
socially
threatening
notions of a
drug
induced
movement,
almost half mockingly,
rathel' than focusing
objectively on what exactly could be the worth of
si x ties philosophy as generated through its music.
To a
lal'ge extent,
the music of the si xties
possesses a
liberating faculty not unlike that of its
pYede,:essoys.
Just as the "vulgar" hip shaking ,:,f Elvis
Presley and wild piano stomping of Jerl'y Lee Lewis had
awakened the populace to observe the divergent eneygies
inhel'ent amongst
its youth,
so,
too,
did the next
generation of performel's attempt to furthel' break down
the barriers between the old and new consciousness.
The
"rebels with,:,ut a cause " ,:,f tht> 1'350's had ev,:,lvt>d,
thr ,: ,ugh St>l f ,:,bs ... rvation,
into th"" "rebels" of tf1,..
1960's whose motivating goal .was that of enlightenment.
In Yeaction to the vast personal,
social and political
violations,
yestrictions and hypocrisies of the times,
the
music
embra,:ed a philc,sc,phy
enlisting "self
actualization"
as a
rr,eans ,:,f social
and spiritual
l'enewal.
The music of the psychedelic era invoked many
rorr,antic
themes and symbolisms intent on Yeaching the

"innel' self" ,:,f the listener.
Up,:,t1 casual listening, it
becomes difficult to fully appreciate what it
is that
excites us in the music. Rarely do we know what it is to
which we al'e actually Yesponding.
The ability to listen to and appYeciate a great
piece of music,
howevel',
is an active process making
certain cl'ucial,
yet neccesary,
demands upon the
listenel'. One must attend to the needs of the music. One
must offel' it a s~lf-imposed span of attention and
respect
just as one would contl'ibute a withholding of
arguments and a silent controlled attentiveness to a
speakel' within the confines and serenity of the lecture
hall ol' classl'oom. Otherwise nothing will be gained. The
most one can ever hope to attain at this level of gross
inconsidel'ation
would
be
a
distorted
biased
repl'esentation of the Yeality of content relying more on
one's subjective thought than one's insight,
The sixties ended on a sour note.
The bands whose
unity symbolically Yepresented the unity of the times
and a
sense of group consciousness that was able to
bring togethel' half a million people to rally for peace
and love at Woodstock disintegrated (most notably Th,..
Beatles,
Simon and Garfunk ... 1,
and the tragic deaths of
Jim Mol'rison,
Jimi H... ndl'ix, and Janis Joplin). The good
feelings at Woodstock erupted into the tYagedy at
Altamont.
The rallys for peace on coll ... ge campus ... s
throughout the country disfiguYed themselves into the
senseless killings at Kent State.
Hallucinogenic dYugs wel'e no longel' seen b~ society
as a means of spiritual release,
but rather as "a
killer~i
an enemy of society dl'awn towards its most
escape~ul and life destroying el ... ments Yath ... r than those
life pl'eserving and self educating chal'acteristics.
The
seventies can be seen in this light as a
period of
shattered Yecovery due to the disollution and loss of
courage, unified spirit, and hope.
The eighties,
however, have come to resound with a
seemingly cathartic cyclic release of nostalgia,
and a
desire to yeturn to a state of social communion amongst
people resembli~g and yeflecting that of the sixties.
Despite their ,:riticisms due tc, a "lack of f,:11:us" and a
misguided intent,
the Live Aid,
Amnesty International,
and other
large scale concerts and events,
whose
underlying intent has been one of raising
social
consciousness,
have clearly attempted to recovel'y those
notions of a world community and a renewed sense of
one's place and responsibilities as an occupant of this
planet.
Tht> reemeYgence of sixties Yock
formats among
populal' stations throughout the countl'y may reflect a
positive Yadical alteynative fol' the popular
listener.
As a step toward advancing our musical
background to
inclLldt> its hist,:,rical r,:iots as a "timeless" recc,rd c,f
oul'
collective e x perienc9,
this
moverr.ent
toward
redil'ecting
our
attention might thus prove itself
ef feet i ve.

By JON GLASS

Kai1J,1 Editor

15% student Discount
on Darkroom supplies
Student I.D. Required

Your Complete camera store:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tripods
Gadget Bags
Lighting Equipment
Stands
umbrellas
Strobes
Backgrounds
Background Stands

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 x s cameras
Books
Binoculars
Filters
Cokin Filters
Albums
Fuji Professional Film
Kodak Professional Film
used Equipment

All Pentax 3Smm
Equipment in stock
close-out at dealer cost!
~

BROWARD BLVD.
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DAVIE BLVD.

dik

esDB[~
CAMERA

1300 S.W. 27th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
583-7712

Store Hours:
Monday - Friday: 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

~
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PRE-ELECTION PREDICTIONS:
Vote Scam or publicity stunt?

Collier
and
bis
brother
videotaped the vote counting in tbe
September primary, and the Dade
County Commissioner or Elections.
David Leahy, requested security
guards to remove comer rrom the
building. On the videotape Collier
says, •Are you going to throw a
member of the press out of your
secret vote counting system. Mr.
Leahy?"
++the videotape shows a campaign
worker holding extra seals for the
vote boxes. "They aren't supposed to
carry seals in a Burger King bag,·
Collier said, pointing to a white bag
being placed under the table. Collier
u

A reporter for The Ho111e News
of Opalocta, Jim Collier, claims that
the elections are rigged and the
computer program that counts the
votes is tampered with to ignore some
votes.
Collier lints Rep. Claude
Pepper, Sen. Paula Hawkins, several
candidates in the mayor's race in
OpaJocta, and The Mia111i Herald
to this deception.
lo a radio interview with Mite
Thompson (WNWS 790 AM) on Oct.
25. Collier claimed that Martinez and
Graham were selected to win in a deal
made in August. When uted by
Thompson wby Senator Hawkins
would want to participate in such a
deal, Colier sugested that "you
should check her bant account in the
Babamu.· He hopes to be sued by
Hawkins or the Mial/Ji Herald so
that be can win the legal right o[
discovery to find evidence for bis
intuition.
While on Mite Thompson's show,
Collier urged listeners to boycott the
election Nov. '4.
However, in a
telephone call to Al Rantell on Oct.
27, Collier recanted this plea. calling
it • intellectually groundless. I've
been getting a lot of calls from people
who listened to Mike Thompson's
show and I just want to encourage
people to go vote, even if the winners
were picked in August.·
Collier began researching the "Vote
Scam" 16 years ago when bis brother
was beaten in a primary against
Claude Pepper. He and bis brother
videotaped the recent vote count in
the OpaJocta election. following tbe a
vote box from precinct to the central
computer.
Collier showed a Knight reporter
the videotape and pointed out these
"unusual events":
++volunteers from the League of
Women's Voters were removing the
election cards from the security
envelope and some volunteers held
pencils. "Wby do you need a pencil
to remove papers?" uts Collier. "So
you can mate marts?"

Opa-locka
Election Rigged
They were 100 percent accurme in
how many people would vote in every
race. It was later proven that the
computer programmer for Channer 7
(Elton Davis) never wrote a program.
He got all the numbers two weeks in
advance from the Elections Department.

THE HOME NEWS

Where's the fairy godmotherwhen you need her?
To the editor,
student
The
organization and publication
offices
should be called
Cinderella"s hideaway. It is
the
stepchild
of
Nova
University,
ignored by the
cleaning
staff
and
exterminator. The trash cans
are overflowing with paper;
lacking plastic trash bags
so the students can't even
conveniently
empty
them
themselves. There is a layer
of dust and liquid paper
debris on the carpeting that
hasn't seen a vacuum in a
very long ti me,

Some of these classified ads
appeared in the Oct. 1:S. 1986
issue of /11 TJJ11s11 Ti11u1s.
They are provided for your
iaformation. Our staff ~niters
scour the library's periodicals
to find unusual classifieds to
share with you. Submit your
favorites for our "Unusual
Classified Ad" contest and. if
Ye
run it, we'll print
·subm.itted by Ari Roloff' nen
to the ad. However, if you
iasist. we'll priat your name
instead of Ari's.

.. Holiday Solidarity"
100~
cotton
B&W
design
on red
T's : 9.95
Sweats:
14 .95
PPD
sizes: S,M,L,XL
Make check payable to:
Nicaragua Task Force
P.O. Box 1138
Venice, Ca. 90294-1138

PUBLICATIONS

~

:

~
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ALTERNATIVE JOBS / INTERNSHIP
opportunities! The environment, ~
women's rights, disarmament, med- ...
ia, health, community organizing, ~
and more. Current nation-wide list- ~
ings-$3. Community Jobs, 1319
{
18th St., NW, Washington, DC 20036.
,

x
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~
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HEALTH
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DRINKING BOTILED WATER? Con- ~
cerned with pollution at your faucet?
Send $3.00 for a California state bot· ~
tied water report, and information on II;
solid carbon point-of-use filtration
for pure water in your home. Multi- ....
(/)
Pure, P.O. Box 697, Miranda, CA 9
Ill
95553.
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PERSONALS
MEET OTHER LEFT SINGLES
through Concerned Singles Newsletter. All areas. Free sample. P.O.
Box 7737·T, Berkeley, CA 94707.
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GAY COMMUNITY NEWS-"The gay
movement's newspaper of record."
Each week GCN brings you current
informative news and analysis of
lesbian and gay liberation. Feminist, non-profit. AND there's a monthly Book Review Supplement. Now_
in our 12th year. $29.00 for the year
(50 issues). $17.00 tot, 25 weeks.
Send check to GCN Subscriptions,
Suite 509, 167 Tremont St., Boston,
MA 02111 .
THE PEOPLE. Marxist biweekly.
Since 1891. 4 months/$1.00. 1 year/
$4.00. The People (IT), P.O. Box
50218, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
BULLETIN IN DEFENSE of Marx·
ism, monthly theoretical journal,
now in third year : "Perspectives of
Hormel Workers' Struggle, " " Organ·
izing Against U.S. Intervention in
"Deepening
Central America,"
South African Crisis," " Chinese
Writers
Partially
Rehabilitate
Trotsky." Introduction Su~cription,
three months, $5.00. Cl'lecks and.
mail to Bulletin IDOM, P.O. Box
1317, New York, NY 10009.

Vote computer
used here is
under fire

"The concern is that these programs are
based on 1960s technoloty, which does not
include the safeguards that programs today
would - and might allow a Trojan horse to
come into an election," Clements said by
telephone from her Sacramento office.
A California attorney general's report
warns that a computer system widely used
to tally election votes - including ballots in
Dade County - is vulnerable to tampering.

Monday. October 27.1986
The Miami News
claims that the boxes are supposed to
be verified as sealed at that point or
transfer between precinct and the
central
computer.
However,
according to Collier, one of the boxes
[ell over and its contents poured out.
·1 was videotaping outside when that
happened so I didn't get it on tape.·
++"Why do the police put the boxes
into the back seat or the car and,
when they get to tbe central
computer, remove boxes from the
trunk?" Collier asts.
T/Js Nova Knight intends to
"follow a voter box· from Precinct 58
to the central computer o[ Broward
County. Results in the next issue.

Cinderella can't keep house
These offices also seem
to be N,::,va's "landfill". At1y
items the library and other
areas of the school don't
want to use,
but don't want
to discard
(including old
paint rollers and trays with
2 inch thick layer s of dried
paint) are lit•rally dumped
underneath
the
fire
e ~; t i ngui sher.
Cinderella's
hideaway
is in desperate need of an
efficient fairy godmother to
clean up the messes that the
staff is paid to do.

(CNar!! e wi thh eJ. d~

CLASSIFIED

Volunteer Feels Guilty
Dear F.ditor.
I YOlunteered to telephone
r91i1tered Democrau in the
Lauderhill area and I cal led 177
residences. 1pote with 9-4 votert. and
91 said they'd YOte [or Paicic. Should
I expect a 96.81 voter turnout for the
Democrats in the Lauderhill
precinct? (91 of 9-4) Or should I feel
guilty about not reaching m,ryone if
only 51.41 (91 out of 177) actually
vote? Ob, and bow about thi1 for your
·1Wi1tic1: 2 people said "Nol I'm not
wtiql " and bung up, and one said be
would ,ote if I would IO to the County
Gonrnment Buildiq and obtain an
lblentee battot ror him. Gaal
How about this [or the informed,
intellipot voter: "My pappy wu a
demac:nt, bil pappy WU a
democnt--1 bDe no choice. I'•
wtinc for Paicicr And the woman,
reci•tered to
who A.id. ·1 don't
ftDt to vote becauae I don't ftDl jury
duty.· M'aa, if you're 1111i1tered.
you're eli1ible. The trict i• (if you
aren't a student)--> nmcwe your
name from the fOtlt roll oa New. 5.
Tlwlt1 for your tia.-but will I
m,r see this letter in print? What is
it wilb you? Whe1l'1 lbe f int i11ue
svinc to appear?
Jea1ica L. Lnlon

,ote.

Reply from our political analyst:
Indeed, it may appear that your
telephctioe call, proapted 1111i1tered
voten to remember to YOte. From
your 1Wi1lic1. you should reel very
guilty about not reKbinc the other
83 people on your list. But you did
not nmal tbal you lme a diploma
from (the uh .. .) ... from the Jon Lo,itz
lmtitute or Di1ioformation (yeah,
tbat"1 lbe tictetl) and you carefully
neglected
to
mention
your
clandeatine meetiop wilb ... wilb ...
Morgan Faircbildl (Yahl) lo fact, I
would lite to 1ee you lied to a chair
and watch Monty Pyt.bvo m,ry
weetniabt 11 midniabt (or lbe next
moolb.

Pul lhls FUNDRAISER
on your calendar
November 14. Friday, 7 PM

FORCED SALE! Now you can own
a reliable VCR (VHS), 14-day
4-program, 1-button recording
and
many other
features .
Let's negotitate.
Only one
owner. Call Philip 474-1127.

Amnesty lnternational's Group

•2.g will host a wiae and cheese
tvenia& with a Chilean chamber
group and singiag by Susa.a
Boa.rdmall

SPECTACULAR WEDDING
PACKAGE
includes:
(Justice of the Peace)
+Professional Photographer
+24 - 4 x 5's In Album
+Special Effects
(candlelight, stain-glass
stars, & etc.)
All For Only $150,00 ·
PAUL MARTIN 739-6421
Great ~al!
Typewriters barely
used,
Smith-Corona
portable
electronic, MEMORY CORRECT I and 11,
Interchangeable
typing
wb~ls,
30-<:haracter correction memory.
B9tter than Selectric!! One owner--!
got a computer and these great
typev,,riters are sitting in my closet.
Dual pitch (elite and pica) $100 ••
Pica With half-spacing $75 Retail was
over $350 each. Call 963-6180, leave
message.

campaign

Your ta-deductible contribution
of
(stUdents--$12 others) •ill
support the wort of the most
active local chapter of Amnesty
Interna&.ion&l.
University of Miami
Faculty Club on Brescia
445-8298 if you getlost..

s~

~

Fast. reliable, reason.able rates.
Convenient location.. Ca.ll Rose at
92,-6886 or 983-8069 after,.
A·l Typing Service
2700 North 29 Avenue
Suite 204
Hollywood, FL 33~20

Preferential Registration -

Winter 1987

Preferential registration will be held on December 2nd and 3rd .
This is your opportunity to select the courses that you want.
Winter schedules are now available in the Student Affairs Office
along with instructions for completing your registration. Avoid
being "closed-out" of classes! See your advisor for additional
information.

Expert TUTORI•G ia math,
economics. English. Spanish.
French. German. C&ll 987-5"63
Marianne or john.

ATTENTION : STUDENTS/FACULTY
TYPING DONE AT HOME
MANUSCRIPTS, THESIS, TERM PAPERS
CONFIDENTIAL
CALL: 962-6026

I
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Look What's in Your Waterl

to bri!'g you some facts

By Steve Conger
NDlfC < FM a ~ CITY Of HOLLYWOOD UTILITIES OEPJRT"fNT
Item *1: My friend, Dr.
Jack Kahn, received a "Notice
ihe Fl o rida Oepartm~nt of • nviron•ent Pequlation reouires
from
City
of
Hollywood
we infor~ our customers thJt the yearly runnino averaae
Utilities Department":
~f Wdter sampl e s (taken unce each CUarter) fro• July 1~85
ttirouqh Jun P. 1 ) 86 cont,ineo trihalomethane concentrations
The Florida Department
which wer l! 14 pJrts o"r billion in excess of the allowabl,
of
Environment
Regulation
1nr parts p-,r billion. rr'ihJlom~thanes ar"' for.,rd by th"
(
r ~ ~ction of cP.rtJin or~anics in the qroundwat .. , with o ur
requires that we inform our
chlorine a is infectant.
customers that the
yearly
running
average of
water
v ~ n thou Gh th~ dverdq~ of thP. sa•ples collected b"'t""'"'n
samples
(taken once
each
June 1 , 8~ and now hds been maint~ined below th" lieit,
b P. cJuse of the ~arch 1?86 level of 152 parts P"'' billion,
quarter)
from
July
1985
the runnina averaoe of th~ four ouarterly sa•ples will
through June 1986 contained
most likely remain above the 10U carts oer billion l;~it
trihalomethane concentrations
for th e ne•t two cuarters. Should a future sa~ple e,ce .. d
which
were 14 parts
per
th~ 100 parts per billion limit, we will notify you aqain.
Ono can often judge an organizabillion
in excess of the
uur wat~r is totally s~fe for consumption, how .. ver, should
tion by the posters it displays.
allowable
100
parts
per
you have auestions oleJse do not hesitate call
921-3320.
billion. Trihalomethanes are
formed by the reaction of
certain
organics
in
the
groundwater with our chlorine
disinfectant.
our water is
totally
safe
for
consumption,
however,
should
you have
*uestions
!lease
do
not
esitate cal 921-3320.
Item *2:
The Florida
Consumers Federation (located
at 337 S.E . 24th St., State
Road 84 east of I-95) is
working
on
getting
more
Superfund money to clean up
to_x ic waste dumps in south
Florida.
Currently,
42
Floridian sites are listed
extremely
hazardous
and
require
urgent
attention,
according to the EPA. If you
are interested in becoming an
activist, contact Mary Beth
Healey. She trains . people to
go door-to-door,
informing
people of consumer issues and w,-;.,.,.
signing up members to fight
the
Public
Service
.
Commi~sion.
The
~ey
·I The Florida Consumers Federa:ion receives
question to ask yourself is,
support from United Hay for its programs to
1
"What can I do to limit the '
.. ~
~
amount of organics in the
~.
educate customers, fight FP&L rat.e hikes, and
groundwater?"
(Since
protect us from toxic wastes,
337 ~E 2,4th St
.trihalomethanes are formed by
.
.
.
the reaction between chlorine
National demonstration and nonviolent
and
organics
in
the~
actions to protest and cancel the first
Jazz at MDCC
groundwater, and since the
flight test of the Trident II missile
Friday Concert Series at
Hollywood
Utilities
Miami
Dade (North Campus)
Department wants to reduce
will
host
a
Jazz
band
the amount of trihalomethanes~
CAPE CANAVERAL,
directed by John Alexander.
in the water, it makes sense
FLORIDA
Pawley Theatre, November 21,
to
reduce the amount
of
·
12:30 p.m.
organics in the water .
One
JANUARY 17 1987
source of organics is t o x i c ~
(Martin Luther King Wee~end)
.
waste, so working for the
""2. ~
~
Florida Consumer Federation
~
.
.- ~ "~,
to clean up and eventually
This January at Ca~ Canaveral. the Navy will begin nigM lesling the Trident II
•
•
•
m1 ss1le, the Pentagon s newest and most dangero us firs1-stnke nuclear weapon. As
A movement is .underway
eliminate
toxic
Waste
long as night testing continues al Cape Canaveral and warhead te<ting proceeds in
to organize a drama
club
pollution from South F l o r i d a ~
N_evada, the arms race will continue lo escalate unabated. The Pentagon 's reckless
• h b
h•
1d
•
bid to ga,n military superiority in an increasingly unstable world threatens us all.
whose
members
would
not
only
mig t e SOmet ing YOU
like
Disarmament will on ly occur when people throughoul the world intervene directly
have an excellent experience,
to do. Call Mary Beth H e a l e y ~
lO stop the arms race .
but also learn about
the
at 763-7465.)
OJ
· ·
•
•
n anuary 17 we w1"lidemonstratc peace f u II y near the Cape Canaveral m1ss1lc
crafts of acting, directing,
I tern * 3 :
Dr inking tap
testing site. and march to lhe gates of the facility . Atthe gate, many or us will excerwa ter in Miami for one year
ci1.e our right_under intemalio_nal la"'. enter the ins<allation. in an acl of nonviolent
producing, make up, lighting,
.
h
~
CIVIi disobedience. Others will part1c1pate m a sustained occupation of the site to
set design and construction,
increases your C ances
O
no nviolently delay and obstruct the lest.
as
well as performance.
dying of cancer by 1 in 1
.
.
million
( I f YOU I Ve consumed
Jom thousands of Amencans al the Pe ntagon's foremost missile testing facility in
Classes or
rehearsals
•
a call for.
would
take
place
in
the
South Florida's tap water f o r ~
• A comprehensive plan to eliminate nuclear weapons from all na·
evenings,
and
a possib le
20 years, you have increased
::,
tional arsenals hy the end of the century.
production might be scheduled
before Christmas.
your
chances
of
getting
• An immmediate end to nuclear warhead and missile flight testing.
No
experience
is
cance/ation of the Trident II missile and Star Wars programs, and an
cancer by 1 in 50,000.)
required---only
a
strong
end to the military takeover of the space program.
Is it time to call t h e ~
interest . · Scenery painters,
• A redirection of resources from the military to programs meeting
bottled water company?
~ ~
nail
"bangers,"
script
human needs.
holders,
and
"would ~ be"
superstars are all welcome to
Start thinking NOW ABOUT FIELD
attend.
,
STUDY IN MEXICO OR BRAZIL,
If you have ever ta~en
FOR
SURVIVAL
May-Jun&, 1967. Earn 9 credits and
part
in
any
school
853 Broadway
have th& time of your lifell (so far ...)
N"w York, NY 10003
production,
no matter how
For further information, see Dr.
small,
you can no
doubt
Brodman, Parker 202, ext. 700 I
remember
how
much of
a
"family feeling" you
were
left with---how close you got
to others involved and how
SOUTH FLORIDA PEACE COALITION
the experience itself was a
NoNUl<E5~'
MIAMI)
lasting one.
Although there can be no
guarantees of
stardom,
a
Nov , l 'i '
great time and unforgettable
Wed., 10:00 A.H. Hiami-Dade Corrmunity College, New World Center Campus, 300 N.E.
experience are insured for
2nd Ave., will present a Symposium on Nuclear Energy: •Energy or Disaster for All?"
those who participate,
as
Harvard Professor Daniel Cord will be guest speaker along with a panel including
well as the chance to make
local •good guy• Walter Dartland and a spokesperson from Florida Power & Light.
some really good friends.
Interested
parties
Nov. 19
Wed., 7:30 P.H. Dade County Nuclear Freeze will host an evening with Dr, Hichio Kaku should use the sign up sheets
outside
the
student
at the Coral Gables Congregational Church, 3010 DeSoto <near the Biltmore Hotel)
government office and in the
Dr. Kaku, a graduate professor of nuclear physics at City University of New York,
lounge , or see Mort Ostfeld,
was educated at Harvard and Berkeley. He is author of Nuclear Po.i,erz Both Sides
Admissions Counselor , in Rm.
*205 in the Parker building.
~nd To Win a Nuc har War: The .$ etrU Plans of the_l>entaoon.
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Calendar

P.O. Box 931)
FL 33133
(305) 251-3259

8tmt thtnk-i.n1r!lmi ~U.T f'tt:Ln 81\my lN 1't.E'X.'U::O OR B~'lL, ttay-June, 1987.

f:a:rn. 9 cndi..ts a.M have the time of

yow UJel for mformo.tum, see Dr· BrO<ima-n.

